
K-Proof

Kadena™  is an advanced technology platform that employs an integrated set of expert applications. Use it 

to facilitate direct mail communications, print fulfillment, and managed supply chain solutions. 

K-DAM K-SourceK-Compose K-Center K-Insight K-List
K-Proof

The Virtual Proofing Module 
on Kadena™

K-Proof streamlines your production flow by putting you in control of your proofing process.

Review and approve virtual proofs. Coordinate seamlessly with designers and agencies. 
Move swiftly from pre-press to production. K-Proof is powerful and accurate—and fully 
integrated with all other Kadena™ modules. 

K-Proof. Only on Kadena™. And only from ColorArt.



K-Proof is one of the industry’s most robust proo�ng tools. It lets you collaborate with designers, view and annotate proofs
online, and con�gure your own review and approval process. Plus, it comes with an intuitive user interface, so it’s as simple
as it is powerful.

With K-Proof, you’ll be in charge of your proofing process. You can access your collaborators’ communications,
and push projects toward completion faster than ever before. Plus, you’ll eliminate the need for countless emails and 
large attachments. 

This is the power of Kadena™. And it’s in your hands. 

Enjoy the many benefits of virtual 
  proofing with K-Proof.

If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact ColorArt at 
Sales@ColorArt.com, or check out Kadena™ at:  www.ColorArt.com

View Sophisticated Proofs
•Check trim and bleed

•Preview color separations and spot colors

•Take ink density readings

•Rotate images

•Extract font profiles

•Create rich text annotations with multiple marks,

symbols, and hyperlinks

•Support ICC color profiles and white-point adjustments

•Check and compare revisions in four viewing 

modes (toggle, difference only, difference overlay, and

relative difference.)

Control Your Workflow
•Configure user roles, approval states, and parallel or

serial task workflows

•Create multi-step workflows, assigning user and

group tasks in sequence

•Set due dates and times, and available approval states

for each step 

•Limit access by customer, job or file

•Access a complete project history, and complete

audit trail

•Filter tasks by customer and status, view task details,

and search for specific tasks

Check your assets
with our state-of-the-art

proofing tool

Add and track changes with 
annotation capabilities




